capturing and delineating specific reasons for not achieving it, and studying the interplay and impact of other factors such as MAG.
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Commentary: At the surgeon’s discretion: Complete revascularization is best

J. Hunter Mehaffey, MD, MSc, and Robert B. Hawkins, MD, MSc

Bianco and colleagues present an inverse probability of treatment weighted study of long-term outcomes after coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG) in patients undergoing complete versus incomplete revascularization. The authors define completeness of revascularization as number of vessels or territories meeting criteria for stenosis by the interventional cardiology team that were or were not revascularized. A secondary analysis was performed to assess the relationships among main-branch (ie, left main, left anterior descending, circumflex, and right coronary artery) versus nonmain-branch completeness of revascularization. The primary end point was major cardiac and cerebrovascular events or mortality evaluated by medical records, telephone/e-mail follow-up, and the Social Security Death Index. The authors conclude complete surgical revascularization is associated with improved midterm survival and reduced major adverse events in the main-branch subset.

Completeness of revascularization has been demonstrated to be strongly associated with 10-year survival after percutaneous coronary intervention. Furthermore, Garcia and colleagues highlight that complete revascularization is achieved more commonly with CABG than with percutaneous coronary intervention. A post hoc analysis of the Veterans Affairs Randomized On/Off Bypass (ROOBY) trial demonstrated that incomplete revascularization (by
follow-up angiography at 1 year) was associated with higher major cardiac and cerebrovascular events but not mortality. However, the benefit of complete revascularization in patients undergoing CABG is more controversial because some studies suggest no advantage and possible detrimental effects of prolonged bypass time in older or higher risk patients. Finally, a recent study by Rosenblum and colleagues demonstrated multiple arterial CABG provides a modest midterm survival benefit over single-arterial CABG, regardless of completeness of revascularization.

Given this landscape, Bianco and colleagues investigate a population of isolated CABG with no exclusion based on age, ejection fraction, or predicted risk. The groups are well balanced based on available data variables; however, the retrospective design introduces significant bias from the surgical decision making dictating completeness of revascularization. Unfortunately, we are unable to determine whether or not complete revascularization simply selects patients with good targets and adequate conduit, whereas those who were not completely revascularized did not have targets or had poor conduit options. Therefore, the disparity in outcomes could be explained by the difference in patients, which cannot be assessed retrospectively in this database study. Whereas the authors are to be commended on this robust analysis and rigorous statistical approach the clinical message is familiar: Complete revascularization is best as long as it is safe and feasible. The secondary analysis does provide additional support to the notion of a territory- or main-branch-vessel–driven approach to complete revascularization rather than an all-vessel definition.
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